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Kindle Writer Simplified

Kindle Writer Software has helped numerous authors to publish their books to be read on 's Kindle
e-reader. This book will help you to get the most out of the software. The software is a one-stop
solution for developing your book for publication on Kindle Direct Publishing and consists of the
following modules that are explained in the book:Brainstormer - Capture your ideas, research notes,
story plot and in fact anything that will help you write your bookDraft Writer - Write a draft of your
book and manage each chapter with Book ManagerBook Maker - This is a template driven HTML
editor specifically tune for creating, building and proofing your book for the KindleDescription Maker
- Write your important marketing description shown on the Kindle StoreCover Maker - Built around
four interlinked modules, create your background cover, add special effects if you wish, create your
cover for your book and resize it for the marketing cover you upload to KDP.File Organiser Organise your files and Backup your bookConversion Programs - EPUB to Kindle and on-line
converter utilities. Testimonials"I found that Kindle Writer did everything I needed so simplistically.
My Kindle nightmare suddenly became a pleasant dream."- Dennis Whiteman"KW is a perfect
step-by-step solution, extremely thorough, well written and easy to follow. Backed up by Fredâ€™s
instant and excellent support, getting my book formatted and uploaded to has been a pleasure and
very rewarding."- Martin Darke"I went on to create my Dad's dream book written 15 years ago. He
passed away without getting it published and this software was truly a Godsend, don't know what I
would have done without it except pull all my hair out"- Christina Barnes"I was on the point of giving
up publishing my young adults' novel on Kindle. Then I found Kindlewriter - a straightforward,
easy-peasy, user-friendly program tailor-made for confirmed technophobes such as myself." Morwen Fox"Thank you so much for your Kindle Writer. The program allowed me to accomplish a
longtime goal of leaving a legacy - the experiences I've had with Deaf teens." - Chip Green"After
months of struggling to get a good quality picture book together I was really relieved to find
Kindlewriter."- Tibby K. Adams
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This does explain a lot of how the Writer program works and gives a better idea of how to actually
get your book loaded to . Hopefully, I will be able to finish my first book by the end of this month,
largely due to the instructions found in "Simplified". \I think if you are serious about publishing a
book or just wondering how to, this is a very useful book.

After having written paperbacks since 1997 (AuthorFrank.com ), I, too, eventually ventured into
articles and then ebooks. The end product as a PDF ebook is OK, but not viable for readers and
more difficult to market. Thus the Kindle is a natural for me. It will allow me to release a title so as to
test markets before I ever commit to paper; and that may not even be necessary.However, the KDP
guidelines are not crystal clear; a beginner would be lost for sure.This title is a gem, in my opinion,
because it explains the workings of the software Kindle Writer II as well as the requirements of the
Kindle uploading process; and it's in clearly understood language. For the record, I purchased the
as well.While the software is a timesaver, it has its nuances and limits. So, I write in Word, then
upload to Kindle Writer II. Nonetheless, this book is clear enough to guide me so that I do not need
to contact the author of the software with tons of questions. That alone is a testament to both the
software and the book.

This book gives you everything you need to write and publish your eBook. Instead of searching all
over the Web for how-to guides, pick this up and invest your time writing. Highly recommended for
anyone wanting to publish his or her work as quickly and effectively as possible.

The Kindle Writer program is almost as wonderful as the author, Fred Harding. I am not very
computer literate except for basics. Although my book is a small booklet, I was lost as far as the real
method of having it actually published on Kindle. Fred is very patient and very serious about making
sure that his customers are successful. The Kindle Writer Simplified is very well written and will help
get a handle on the program. Don't even consider trying to publish on Kindle without Kindle Writer
and make sure you read the Kindle Writer Simplified first.

As a newcomer writer I say honestly: This Is by far the most powerful tool I have on the adventure to
write and publishing my first book.I expect to accomplish this goal sooner than I had planned before
I found Kindle Writer.Thank you Fred!Valente Marin

Kindle Writer SimplifiedIf you are reading this review you must be searching for info on how to
publish your own e-book. I went through the same process 2 years ago, spend weeks on the
Internet and also wasted some cash buying books that were not helpfull.I would rather read or write
than doing reviews like these - I do not know the author Fred Harding personally and assure you
that my only contact with him was from the Kindle Writer software that I bought from him when same
was still in its Beta format. In the meantime my Kindle Writer software has been updated free of
charge to the most recent version and I have successfully published my book to my standards
(Even with the Beta version). Service from Fred is superb, ask and get the answer
immediately.What I found was: Instead of spending unproductive time searching for info on how to
go about publishing your e-book, rather spend it reading this book and worming yourself into Fred's
software. I could not believe the rubbish that people were prepared to give the poor beginner in his
quest to get started in this business. Do not make the same mistakes that I did!Victor P du
PreezPretoria - South Africa
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